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I. Summary of Reply. 

The question underlying this case is whether a public utility can hide information used to set 

water rates and charges paid by 19 million people in Southern California behind a claim that the 

information is “programmed” into an Excel file.  The answer is no for a variety of important policy 

and legal reasons and Metropolitan must be ordered to turn over the fully functioning version of 

Metropolitan’s Financial Planning Model, the documents, files, and data sources it derives 

information from, and the user manual that describes how the model works. 

First, Metropolitan fails to meet its high burden of proof to support its extraordinary claim that 

the Excel spreadsheet it uses is not subject to the California Public Records Act’s broad mandate of 

disclosure. To overcome both the presumption that the Financial Planning Model is a public record 

and the public’s constitutional right to obtain access to it, Metropolitan was required to make an 

express showing that there is a “‘clear overbalance’ on the side of confidentiality.” CBS 

Broadcasting, Inc. v. Sup. Ct. (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 892, 908.  Metropolitan's showing, relying on 

mostly inadmissible testimony, falls far short of this exacting standard, and ignores the public 

interest in how it sets its water rates and charges almost entirely. 1 

Second, Metropolitan fails to distinguish controlling legal authority or differentiate its Financial 

Planning Model from the GIS formatted database at issue in Sierra Club v. Sup. Ct. (2013) 57 

Cal.4th 157 and County of Santa Clara v. Sup. Ct.  (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1301, both of which held 

that public information entered into third-party software programs, must be disclosed under the 

CPRA in the format in which it is held.  See, Sect. II, infra. 

Third, Metropolitan fails to submit any evidentiary support for its claim that the Financial 

Planning Model is “proprietary.”  Indeed, Metropolitan’s supporting declarations confirm that the 

Financial Planning Model contains information unique to Metropolitan, and thus would have no 

independent monetary value to any other business or agency.  In any event, this is irrelevant since 

Government Code section 6254.92 sets forth the exclusive way for an agency to protect alleged 

software from public disclosure.  While not the case here, even where clear evidence of financial 

                                                 
1 Petitioner has objected to many of the statements in the declarations submitted by Metropolitan in 
support of its opposition.  The declarations are replete with statements that lack foundation or personal 
knowledge, make legal conclusions, or are based on impermissible speculation. See Petitioner’s 
Objections, filed concurrently herewith. 
2 All further statutory references are to the Cal. Gov. Code, unless otherwise noted. 
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harm to a public agency can be demonstrated, this concern has been rejected as insufficient to 

overcome the public’s right to the records under the California Public Records Act (“CPRA”) and 

the California Constitution, Article I, Section 3(b).  See, Sect. III, infra. 

Fourth, Metropolitan’s claim that Section 6255’s balancing test precludes disclosure both 

understates the strong public interest in how utility rates are calculated and engages in impermissible 

speculation to argue for nondisclosure. Moreover, the interests Metropolitan purports to balance are 

the same interests rejected in both Sierra Club and County of Santa Clara.  Section 6255 was not 

intended as a second bite at the apple, where an agency is unable to meet the elements of a statutory 

exception created by the Legislature.  See, Sect. IV, infra. 

Finally, Metropolitan’s claim that there has already been a ruling on whether the Financial 

Planning Model is “computer software” is highly disingenuous, for several reasons, not the least of 

which are that no such determination was ever made, and the CPRA was not an issue before the 

Court in that discovery dispute, which preceded the California Supreme Court’s decision in Sierra 

Club.  See, Sect. V, infra.   

II. The California Supreme Court Has Already Decided That A Formatted Database, 
Like Metropolitan’s Financial Planning Model, Is Not “Computer Software.”  

Although Metropolitan does not refute that the legal issues in Sierra Club and County of Santa 

Clara are nearly identical to the legal issues presented in this case, the two cases go largely 

undiscussed in the Opposition, save for a few footnotes.  And those references make subtle changes 

to the Court’s language in the cases, in an attempt to mislead this Court about the applicable legal 

standards.  (See Opp., p. 8.)  This court should not be fooled by the terminology used by 

Metropolitan.  The California Supreme Court has already rejected Metropolitan’s claims for a 

variety of compelling legal and public policy reasons. 

First, Metropolitan improperly conflates software and Excel functions in its argument that 

because Van den Berg has “created numerous formulas and programming code” in Excel, that 

information therefore constitutes “computer software,” precluding its status as a public record.  

(Opp., p. 2; Van den Berg Decl., ¶ 6.)  However, nothing in the CPRA exempts programming code 

and formulas from disclosure.  Section 6254.9, on its face, exempts “computer software” which is 

specifically defined to include “computer mapping systems, computer programs, and computer 

graphics systems.”  § 6254.9(b).  Clearly, even if one could consider the formulas, equations, and 
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math that Van den Berg has performed in Excel to be “programming code and formula,” it is clear 

that Metropolitan has not developed “computer software.” Microsoft did that.  Metropolitan merely 

created “instructions” for the Microsoft program, using VBA, telling it how to process, manipulate, 

and calculate Metropolitan data in order to allocate its costs and set water rates and charges for its 

customers and ultimately the public.  It is these instructions that Metropolitan seeks to hide.  Yet 

these instructions are part and parcel of the public record format in which Metropolitan maintains 

its Financial Planning Model in the ordinary course of business, and provide the most information 

about how Metropolitan developed its rates and allocated its costs.3  

 Metropolitan argues that its position is consistent with Sierra Club and wrongly states that 

only the “raw data” was held to be exempt from disclosure.  (Opp., p. 8, fn. 5; emphasis in 

original.)   This is not true.  The Supreme Court never used the term “raw data” in its opinion.   

Metropolitan also misstates the holding, arguing to this Court that the California Supreme Court 

“found that while the GIS mapping software fell within the statutory exclusion for computer 

software, the GIS formatted data did not.”  (Opp., p. 8, n. 5; emphasis in original.) However, the 

Court’s ruling did not use the term data, it used the term “database,” which describes the entire 

formatted file, not just the data contained therein.  Sierra Club, at 162 [“We hold that although GIS 

mapping software falls within the ambit of this statutory exclusion, a GIS-formatted database like the 

                                                 
3 Metropolitan claims that it has provided the “input,” to the Financial Planning Model,  While 
Metropolitan did produce many other documents, in what can only be described as a “data dump,” these 
records may or may not contain the information used as the input for the Model.  With access only to 
the altered static version of Model, one cannot determine what numbers and data were entered and 
calculated, much less how they were calculated.  Clearly, numbers in a spreadsheet are only informative 
if one knows how they relate to one another.  Here, Metropolitan’s altered, static version shows only the 
output.  For example, if one sees an output value of 8, the static version would only show the number 8.   
In the fully functional version, the user would be able to see how the number 8 was calculated.  Assume 
for this purpose that the formula used to calculate the value of 8 was = 5+3.  The formula bar in Excel 
would show “= 5+3” and the value in the cell would show the number “8.” See Ex. M.  However, the 
static version provides only the number 8 because Metropolitan has removed the formulas.  See Ex. N.  
One using the static model is unable to determine if that was a result of 2+6, 5+3, 1+7, 11-3, 32÷4, 2x4, 
or any other vast combination of numbers, which, when entered into Metropolitan’s “secret” formula, 
result in a value of 8.  During his deposition, even Mr. Van den Berg was unable to determine what the 
so called “input” was for the static version of the Model from Metropolitan’s website, where 
Metropolitan claims it can be accessed.  (Ex. C, pp. 155-158; 163-165.)  This is also why Petitioner 
requested that Metropolitan not only be ordered to turn over the fully functioning Financial Planning 
Model, but also all data and files necessary to ensure its functionality.  
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OC Landbase does not.”] The Supreme Court clearly ruled that it was not simply the data that must 

be disclosed, but the “formatted database” that was available to the public. 4    

In so ruling, the California Supreme Court recognized the fundamental problem with a broad 

interpretation of “computer software.”  Sierra Club, at 170. “[A]lmost all data stored in computers 

are formatted in some manner to be used with application software.”  Recognition of the absurd 

consequences that could result from such a broad application led the Court to reject broad 

definitions, noting that such construction “’would arguably exclude from the PRA all computer data 

operated upon by programs using a graphical interface such as those found on Microsoft Windows 

or Apple Macintosh computers….’”  Id.5  On this point, the Court found that the general definitions 

of “computer software” do not encompass user-generated data in a format compatible with specific 

software.  Id. at 169.  The court also rejected definitions of “computer software” previously used by 

the Legislature as too broad and not reflective of the statutory context of Section 6254.9.6  Id. at 

170-171.  One of the rejected definitions is exactly the argument Metropolitan makes here, namely, 

“a sequence of instructions written in any programming language that is executed on a computer.”  

Id. at 169.  This squarely rejects Metropolitan’s attempt to conflate “programming code and 

formulas” with “computer software” which would be excluded pursuant to Section 6254.9. 

The Court overturned the lower court’s ruling that the database in GIS file format, defined as 

“the geographic data [which] can be analyzed, viewed, and managed with GIS software,” became 

"a part of a computer mapping system" by virtue of its storage, maintenance, and use within 

computer mapping software. Sierra Club v. Superior Court (2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 1537, 1542, 

1554.  Thus, the Supreme Court’s ruling means that otherwise public information that is stored in 
                                                 
4 In similar fashion, Metropolitan cites Fredericks v. Sup. Ct. (2015) 233 Cal.App.4th 209, 234 for the 
proposition that “the model is computer software which is properly exempt from disclosure.  Fredericks 
provides absolutely no support for this proposition; the “computer software” question was not even an 
issue in that case. 
5 In construing a statute, "it is appropriate to consider 'the consequences that will flow from a particular 
interpretation.'" Harris v. Capital Growth Investors XIV (1991) 52 Cal.3d 1142, 1165. Consistent with 
this principle, statutory language should be construed to "avoid [a] construction that would lead to 
unreasonable, impractical, or arbitrary results." Comm'n on Peace Officer Standards (2007) 42 Cal.4th 
278.  
6 The two definitions were from Bus. & Prof. Code § 22947.1(c) [defining “computer software” as “a 
sequence of instructions written in any programming language that is executed on a computer”] and 
Pen. Code, § 502 (b)(3) [defining “computer program or software” to mean “a set of instructions or 
statements, and related data, that when executed in actual or modified form, cause a computer, 
computer system, or computer network to perform specified functions.”  Sierra Club at 169. 
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and used in conjunction with publicly available software is not stripped of its public status.  This is 

a plain and complete rejection of Metropolitan’s argument that otherwise-public information may 

become part of computer software, simply by virtue of the information’s use, storage or 

manipulation by software operated by the agency.  Indeed, if Metropolitan’s broad interpretation 

were to prevail, it is difficult to conceive of any public information that could escape Section 

6254.9’s statutory reach.  This concern is exactly why the California Constitution narrows limits on 

the public’s right of access. Calif. Const., Art. 1, Sec. 3(b)(2). 

Applying these principles to this case, it is clear that Excel and VBA, like the GIS software 

created and licensed by Oracle in Sierra Club, is computer software, and the formatted database 

created inside that software is not.   

III. Metropolitan’s Speculative and Unsupported Claims That The Financial 
Planning Model Is Proprietary Is Irrelevant To Whether It Is Disclosable 
Under The CPRA. 

 Metropolitan claims that the Financial Planning Model is proprietary, and therefore exempt 

pursuant to Evidence Code Section 1060.  As a threshold issue, Metropolitan has again 

misrepresented the relevant language to this Court.  Metropolitan states that Evidence Code section 

1060 provides, “the owner of a trade secret has a privilege to refuse to disclose the secret and to 

prevent another from disclosing it.” (Emphasis added.)  Metropolitan's use of a period gives the 

misleading impression the quotation is complete, when in fact, the remainder of the section makes 

clear that a trade secret claim cannot stand where it will “tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work 

injustice.” Allowing Metropolitan to hide government records behind claims of trade secret would 

work injustice by completely undermining the important public polices set out in the CPRA and 

our state Constitution.  

 As James Madison once said, “[a] popular Government, without popular information, or the 

means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy: or, perhaps both.” See EPA v. 

Mink (1973) 410 U.S. 73, 110–111.  “Thus, the interests of the United States and its citizens are 

best served by making information regarding the affairs of Government readily available to the 

public.  This concept of an informed citizenry is reflected in the Freedom of Information Act.”  Id. 

at 102 (Justice Brennan, concurring in part and dissenting in part, quoting Presidential Executive 

Order 11652 (1972) 37 Fed. Reg. 5206.  It was this idea that led the California Supreme Court to 

order disclosure of the GIS formatted database in Sierra Club, despite the clear evidence presented 
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that the OC landbase did have independent monetary value to the county and was actually being 

licensed by the County for a licensing fee. Sierra Club, at 162-163.7   

 While Metropolitan has traveled all the way to Indiana to find any case law supporting its 

position, this Court need not travel so far.  One can simply look to the Federal Freedom of 

Information Act (“FOIA”), which has foreclosed the government’s ability to claim any trade secret 

as to its own information and data.8   The policies behind trade secret protection simply do not 

apply to the government as they do to private industry.  As explained in the Law Revision 

Comments to Evidence Code section 1060, the “privilege is granted so that secret information 

essential to the continued operation of a business or industry may be afforded some measure of 

protection against unnecessary disclosure.”  Government agencies are not like business or industry 

that may, in fairness, need trade secret protection to maintain a competitive advantage.   

 Beyond these core public policies, the Financial Planning Model also has no “independent 

economic value.”  This is made clear by Metropolitan's own declarations which clearly articulate 

that its rate model is "unique;" indeed, it claims that no one besides Mr. Van den Berg can even 

understand it.  If no one, not even people inside Metropolitan, can understand the rate model, it is 

hard to imagine how it could be useful to anyone outside Metropolitan.  Moreover, if the benefit to 

Metropolitan is that it analyzes unique data, it is per se not useful to any other agency.  Finally, this 

entire bogus claim is undercut by the undisputed fact that Metropolitan has never sold or attempted 

to sell the model in 20 years.  As stated in DVD Copy Control Assn., Inc. v. Bunner (2004) 116 

Cal.App.4th 241, 251, “the test for a trade secret is whether the matter sought to be protected is 

                                                 
7 Accord, County of Santa Clara, at 1326 [despite the fact that the County had developed the basemap 
“at a significant cost in terms of time, effort and resources” restrictions on the use of the database were 
held to be “incompatible with the purposes and operation of the CPRA”]; Uribe v. Howie (1971) 19 
Cal.App.3d 194, 210 [finding that “even if the information in the spray reports does contain trade 
secret, we believe that the public interest is far better served by disclosure than by the converse.”]    
8 Since the CPRA was modeled on FOIA, the legislative history and judicial construction of the FOIA 

“serve to illuminate the interpretation of its California counterpart.”  ACLU  Found. v. Deukmejian 
(1982) 32 Cal.3d 440, 447; CBS, Inc. v. Block (1986) 42 Cal.3d 646, 651; Times Mirror Co. v. Sup. 
Ct. (1991) 53 Cal.3d 1325, 1338.  FOIA’s trade secrets exemption (5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4)) only applies 
to information that is “obtained from a person outside the government."  Gulf & Western Indus. v. U.S. 
(1979) 615 F.2d 527, 529-30.  
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information (1) that is valuable because it is unknown to others and (2) that the owner has 

attempted to keep secret.”  (Emphasis added.)  

 Nor has Metropolitan shown why there is anything “proprietary” about the formulas used by 

Van den Berg, such as the “SUM” and “IF ” formulas.  It defies logic that a formula that is widely-

known and appears on Microsoft’s own website, could ever be proprietary to Metropolitan.  As 

explained in Uribe v. Howie, supra, 19 Cal.App.3d at 208, “[m]atters of public knowledge or of 

general knowledge in an industry cannot be appropriated by one as his secret.”9  

IV. Metropolitan’s Reliance on Section 6255 Is Misplaced and Misapplied 

In a final effort to avoid disclosure, Metropolitan claims that the Financial Planning Model is 

exempt pursuant to Section 6255.  Section 6255 permits an agency to withhold public records where 

it can “justify withholding any record by demonstrating that the record in question is exempt under 

express provisions of this chapter or that on the facts of the particular case the public interest served 

by not disclosing the record clearly outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record.”  

(Emphasis added.) Therefore, if a specific issue is not addressed by the vast number of exemptions 

set forth in the CPRA, an agency has an opportunity to demonstrate to the Court that, under the 

particular facts of the case at hand, the agency should not be required to disclose public records.  Here, 

however, the interests Metropolitan asserts in nondisclosure, which are set out in a single paragraph 

on page 15 of its Opposition, are the same arguments that it relies on under Section 6254.9 and 

Evidence Code 1060.  However, Section 6255 is not a substitute for Metropolitan’s failure to meet 

the definitions and elements of Section 6254.9 or Evidence Code Section 1060.   

Even if Section 6255 applied, Metropolitan’s arguments in favor of non-disclosure focus only 

on its purported interest in withholding the Financial Planning Model and ignores the public’s 

interest, which lies squarely in the transparency and accountability that will be served by making 

this important information available to the public. Metropolitan has already admitted that the 
                                                 
9 While the O’Brien Decl. is objectionable for other reasons set forth in the concurrently filed 
objections, he does admit that Van den Berg used many “IF” statements in the Financial Planning 
Model, as an example of the proprietary “formulas and programming code.”  However, the IF formula 
is provided by Microsoft and is available directly in Excel.  See Ex. N.  Thus, the IF formula was not 
created by Van den Berg; instead, Van den Berg merely plugged numbers into the formula.  The same 
can be said regarding the SUM formula, which simply adds a group of numbers, which Van den Berg 
admitted he used in the Financial Planning Model and counsel claimed were part of the propriety 
formulas and code that had been removed. (Ex. C., pp. 144-152.)   
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Financial Planning Model is used in the rate setting process and in other matters of public interest  

(Ans. at 1:8-9; Ex. B, p. 29; Ex. C, p. 22.)  That admission cannot be contradicted now as a self-

serving attempt to avoid disclosure.  To quote the Second Circuit, allowing an agency to take a 

position, “while shielding from public view the analysis that yielded that position is offensive to 

FOIA.”  National Council of La Raza v. DOJ (2d Cir. 2005) 411 F.3d 350, 587. 

Metropolitan also speciously argues that disclosure of the Financial Planning Model is of “no 

public interest” because “the general public cannot understand it.”  (Opp., p. 3.)  However, no case 

has ever suggested such an intellectual litmus test for disclosure of public records. In fact, the CPRA 

precludes looking to the identity of the requestor or the requestor’s motives.  ACLU v. Deukmejian, 

supra, 32 Cal.3d at 451 [CPRA “imposes no limits upon who may seek information or what he may 

do with it.”] This would clearly prohibit consideration of the alleged intelligence of the requestor. 

Regardless, Van den Berg testified that he has developed a manual, which can educate the public on 

how the Financial Planning Model works. (Ex. C, p. 69-72.)  This, too, should be disclosed. 

Finally, Metropolitan’s misplaced argument that the Financial Planning Model has value is 

unsupported by anything other than speculation, which has been repeatedly rejected by the California 

Supreme Court, and is utterly insufficient to justify secrecy.10 

V. The Protective Order is Not Relevant To This Case. 

Metropolitan argues that in another case, the San Francisco County Superior Court 

“determined that Metropolitan's financial planning model is computer software,” when it granted 

the Water Authority's motion to compel production.  (Ans. ¶ 1.)  This argument fails for at least five 

separate reasons.11 

                                                 
10 See, e.g., Long Beach Police Officers Assoc.(2014) 59 Cal.4th 59, 74-75 [cannot meet burden with 
speculative and “vague” claims]; CBS, Inc. v. Block (1986) 42 Cal.3d 646, 652 [“mere assertion of 
possible endangerment does not ‘clearly outweigh’ the public interest in access to these records]; 
International Federation, 42 Cal.4th at 336-337 [rejection of “extremely speculative” declarations]; See 
also Cal State Univ. v. Sup. Ct. (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 810, 835 [the proponent of nondisclosure must 
proffer a reasonable evidentiary basis for its position and cannot "manufacture" false privacy concerns 
or dangers, finding that “unsupported statements constitute nothing more than speculative, self-serving 
opinions designed to preclude the dissemination of information to which the public is entitled.”]. 
11 After the hearing on the motion to compel, Metropolitan and the Water Authority stipulated to a 
protective order.  That version included competing language from both parties.  The Court interlineated 
and signed the protective order, along with a Memorandum Order regarding its interlineations.  The 
interlineated protective order and memorandum order are attached hereto as Exhibit V and W, 
respectively.  The final version which incorporated the language interlineated by the Court, is attached 
as Exhibit F to the Petition in this Action.  
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First, the question of whether the Financial Planning Model was “computer software” as 

defined by the CPRA, and whether it was exempt pursuant to Section 6254.9, was not before the 

Court.  McWilliams v. City of Long Beach (2013) 56 Cal.4th 613, 626 (“‘[i]t is axiomatic that cases 

are not authority for propositions not considered.’”)  Moreover, the California Supreme, was 

Court’s ruling in Sierra Club, was not even decided until July 2013, months after the motion to 

compel in the rate case was heard in April 2013.   

Second, the Stipulated Protective Order specifically provides that both Metropolitan and the 

Water Authority “reserve all rights” regarding their differing positions on the Financial Planning 

Model including whether or not it is a public record. 12 (Ex. V, p. 2.)    

Third, contrary to Metropolitan’s statements, the Court did not rule that the Financial Planning 

Model contained proprietary formula and code or that it was "computer software."  Instead the 

Court’s Order after oral argument, which the Court issued with the signed protective order, 

describes the Financial Planning Model as a “programmed spreadsheet.”  (See Ex. W, p. 1.)   

Fourth, Metropolitan’s repeated claims that the Water Authority is already in possession of the 

Financial Planning Model is not accurate or relevant.  Metropolitan knows very well that the 

Financial Planning Model provided under the Stipulated Protective Order years ago is not the same 

Financial Planning Model requested in the Water Authority’s CPRA Request for the 2016 rate 

setting cycle at issue in this case. 13   Nor is it accurate to say that the “Water Authority” has a copy 

of the Financial Planning Model.  Only a small number of people associated with the other litigation 

can access the older version of the Financial Planning Model made available under the Stipulated 

Protective Order.  Even counsel in this case does not have access to the previously disclosed version.  

                                                 
12 The language contained therein states: “MWD contends that its Financial Planning Model is 
proprietary, confidential, has economic value, and is deemed by MWD to be a trade secret, that MWD 
staff developed the Financial Planning Model and it is unique, that MWD would be gravely injured if 
the Financial Planning Model were to be disclosed beyond the limited terms” of the protective order.  
(Ex. V, p. 3)  The Water Authority “disputes each of these contentions” and argued that the Financial 
Planning Model “is and should be public because the model explains how, a public agency, allocates its 
costs to the categories of service it provides and to the various rates it charges its member agencies and 
their ratepayers.”  Id.  The Water Authority also disputed that the “Financial Planning Model has 
independent economic value to any party other than MWD.”  Id.  
13 Van den Berg testified that the Financial Planning Model is updated at least every rate cycle and the 
version from 2012 would also be somewhat different from newer versions because “new features and 
improvements have been made to the model over time.”  (Ex. C., at 23, 63.) 
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And the few individuals that have had access to it are limited with what they can do with it.  They 

are not free to disseminate it or discuss it.   This is completely contrary to the unrestricted and open 

use of public records.   

Fifth, it does not matter whether the Water Authority is already in possession of an earlier 

version of the Financial Planning Model.  Prior possession is irrelevant for purposes of the CPRA.  

Caldecott v. Sup. Ct. (2015) 243 Cal.App.4th 212, 219–20.  In Caldecott, a former employee of a 

school district sued for a copy of a public record that the district denied him.  The district argued 

that the record was exempt from disclosure.  However, when the court concluded otherwise, the 

District then argued that the plaintiff should not receive mandatory attorneys fees because he was 

already in possession of the record.  The court held that point to be irrelevant. “Caldecott seeks the 

[d]ocuments so he has the ability to publicly promulgate them without fear of any liability for doing 

so.”  Id. at 219.  The Court then relied on provisions of the California Public Records Act which 

provide that motive and identity of the requestor are irrelevant; thus, Caldecott's prior possession of 

the records was not a basis to withhold otherwise public records. Id. at 22.  Here, the Water 

Authority seeks exactly the same thing, namely, to determine the public’s right to the Financial 

Planning Model. 

 
DATED: January 23, 2018  Respectfully submitted, 

LAW OFFICES OF KELLY AVILES 
 
 
 
 
By:                               

Kelly Aviles 
Attorney for Petitioner/Plaintiff 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY Water Authority
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SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF EDWARD J. DONAHUE III 

I, Edward J. Donahue, declare and state as follows: 

1. I am President of the Municipal & Financial Service Group, a specialized 

consulting practice that focuses on financial, management, and economic issues facing 

public sector clients.  The facts stated in this Declaration are true and correct of my own 

personal knowledge, except for those matters expressly stated on information and belief, 

which matters I believe to be true.  If called as a witness, I could and would competently 

testify thereto. 

2. I have reviewed the Opposition Brief and Declarations filed by Respondent 

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (“Metropolitan”) in this matter.  I 

submit this declaration to respond to certain claims made by Richard D. Giardina, Michael 

O’Brien, and Arnout Van Den Berg (collectively the “declarations.”)   

3. I have also reviewed the transcript of the deposition of Arnout Van den Berg 

taken on May 11, 2017, in this action, which is attached as Ex. C. to Petitioner’s 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of the Writ of Mandate. 

Excel 

4. The term “formulas and programming code,” is subject to various 

definitions depending on the legal, technical, or colloquial context in which they are 

being used. 

5. Based on statements made in the declarations, as well as the testimony 

from Mr. Van den Berg during his deposition, the “formulas and programming code” in 

this case are simply instructions, “complex” or not, on how to calculate data by using 

Microsoft’s products.   

6. Microsoft provides information and tutorials on how to create and use 

formulas, functions, and Visual Basic for Applications (“VBA”) on its website.  A list of 

the functions available within the Excel software is also provided by Microsoft,  and can 

viewed at Microsoft’s website at: https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Excel-

functions-by-category-5f91f4e9-7b42-46d2-9bd1-63f26a86c0eb.   A true and correct 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Excel-functions-by-category-5f91f4e9-7b42-46d2-9bd1-63f26a86c0eb
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Excel-functions-by-category-5f91f4e9-7b42-46d2-9bd1-63f26a86c0eb
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copy of a portion of that list, showing Microsoft’s “10 most popular functions” is attached 

hereto as Exhibit M.   

7. Microsoft’s website also has information on how to execute each function 

available within Microsoft Excel.  A true and correct copy of information provided by 

Microsoft regarding its “IF” function is attached as Exhibit N, and can be viewed at 

Microsoft’s website at: https://support.office.com/en-us/article/IF-function-69aed7c9-

4e8a-4755-a9bc-aa8bbff73be2.   A true and correct copy of information provided by 

Microsoft regarding its “Sum” function is attached as Exhibit O, and can be viewed at 

Microsoft’s website at:https://support.office.com/en-us/article/SUM-function-

043e1c7d-7726-4e80-8f32-07b23e057f89. 

8. These functions and formulas are not unique to Metropolitan – only the 

data used in applying those formulas is unique, representing the engineering and 

financial information relating to Metropolitan’s activities and expenditures.  The 

structure of the formula or function remains the same in each rate model.  

9. The usefulness of Excel, in a rate model, is not simply as a storage 

compartment for data, but in its ability to accomplish the compilation, calculation, 

computation, arithmetic verification, and analysis of a large amount of data in a very short 

period of time.  This is similar to budgets that are created within Excel.  

Metropolitan’s Fully Functioning Model v. the Static Version 

10. To help demonstrate the differences between a functioning Excel 

spreadsheet and the altered, static version Metropolitan created and provided to Petitioner 

San Diego County Water Authority and to the public, attached as Exhibits P through S are 

a series of sample worksheets in Excel.  

11. Metropolitan’s declarations repeatedly claim that it has provided the “input” 

data for the Financial Planning Model.  However, there is no way to verify this because the 

links and formulas have been disabled.  

12. For example, the sample spreadsheet in Exhibit Q links to the data in Exhibit 

P.  In the formula bar of that exhibit, the path to the data is evident.  This type of link, 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/IF-function-69aed7c9-4e8a-4755-a9bc-aa8bbff73be2
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/IF-function-69aed7c9-4e8a-4755-a9bc-aa8bbff73be2
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/SUM-function-043e1c7d-7726-4e80-8f32-07b23e057f89
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/SUM-function-043e1c7d-7726-4e80-8f32-07b23e057f89
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basically a roadmap to find the data or information used in the calculation, has been 

disabled in Metropolitan’s static version.  Exhibit R is a copy of Exhibit Q, with the 

formulas removed.  In Exhibit R, the formula bar contains only the value, not the roadmap 

that shows where the value was obtained from, just as Metropolitan has done to the static 

version of the Financial Planning Model. 

13. Similarly, 55 is the sum total of all of the numbers that are listed in Exhibit 

P.  The value 55 was calculated by using the SUM function to add all the numbers in the 

cells that it was instructed to add.  Exhibit S is a copy of Exhibit P, with the formulas 

removed, just as Metropolitan has done in order to create a static version of the Financial 

Planning Model.  In Exhibit S, the number 55 still exists, but the formula bar lacks 

confirmation of the way in which that number was calculated. 

14. Thus, it is not true that looking at the static version, one can determine what 

numbers and data were entered, assigned, or allocated and then used in a calculation.  This 

means one cannot determine, from the static version of the rate model, how MWD’s many 

costs are allocated across its revenue-generation methods (rates, taxes, fees, etc.), nor 

which taxes or fees are used to fund which service or product.  Metropolitan’s altered, static 

version shows only the output, and not where the information came from and how it was 

used.  For example, if one sees an output value of 8, the static version would only show the 

number 8.   In the fully functional version, the user would be able to see how the number 

8 was calculated, i.e., what numbers went into 8, and from where.  An example of this is 

contained in Exhibits T and U.  Assume for this purpose that the formula used to calculate 

the value of 8 was =5+3. In Exhibit T, the formula bar in Excel shows “=5+3” and the value 

in the cell would show the number “8.”  Exhibit U is a copy of Exhibit T, with formulas 

removed.  This static version only shows Exhibit U.  One using the static spreadsheet with 

formulas removed is unable to determine if the value of 8 that was a result of 2+6, 5+3, 

1+7, 11-3, 32÷4, 2x4, or any other vast combination of numbers, which could result in a 

value of 8.   
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Methodology v. Specific Calculations 

15. In Paragraph 21 of his declaration, Richard Giardina states that “[b]ased on 

my review of only the Cost of Service report and the model’s data output, I was, in 2016, 

able to provide an opinion regarding the appropriateness of the Metropolitan cost of 

services process.”  In paragraph 22 of his declaration, Mr. Giardina also references a letter 

I wrote regarding “observations and opinions” regarding the “cost allocation methodology 

used by MWD.”  Based on these statements, Giardina and Metropolitan claim that it is 

possible to form an opinion on “whether Metropolitan’s rates were set in accordance with 

industry standards” without having access to the Financial Planning Model.  However, this 

fundamentally confuses opinions on the stated methodology of the rate setting process as 

described in Metropolitan's cost of service report and the execution and application of that 

methodology and process, which is evidenced and may only be verified with access to the 

fully functioning version of the Financial Planning Model.    
 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 

foregoing is true and correct and that this Declaration was executed on January 23, 2018, 

at Annapolis, Maryland. 
 

             
                                    Edward J. Donahue III  

 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit M 



Kelly

Install

Account

Training

Admin

Search Office help

Apps 

Excel / Formulas and functions / Functions / Excel functions (by category)

Excel functions (by category)
Applies To: Excel 2016, Excel 2013, Excel 2010, Excel 2007,

Worksheet functions are categorized by their functionality. Click a category to browse 
its functions. Or press Ctrl+F to find a function by typing the first few letters or a 
descriptive word. To get detailed information about a function, click its name in the first 
column.

Our 10 most popular functions

Here are the 10 functions that people read about most. 

Function Description

SUM 
function

Use this function to add the values in cells. 

IF function Use this function to return one value if a condition is true and another 
value if it's false. Here's a video about using the IF function.

Office 
Buy Office 365

Products Resources 

Templates

Support

Buy Office 365

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

LOOKUP 
function

Use this function when you need to look in a single row or column 
and find a value from the same position in a second row or column.

VLOOKUP 
function

Use this function when you need to find things in a table or a range 
by row. For example, look up an employee's last name by her 
employee number, or find her phone number by looking up her last 
name (just like a telephone book). Check out this video about using 
VLOOKUP.

MATCH 
function

Use this function to search for an item in a range of cells, and then 
return the relative position of that item in the range. For example, if 
the range A1:A3 contains the values 5, 7, and 38, then the formula 
=MATCH(7,A1:A3,0) returns the number 2, because 7 is the second 
item in the range. 

CHOOSE 
function

Use this function to select one of up to 254 values based on the index 
number. For example, if value1 through value7 are the days of the 
week, CHOOSE returns one of the days when a number between 1 
and 7 is used as index_num.

DATE 
function

Use this function to return the sequential serial number that 
represents a particular date. This function is most useful in situations 
where the year, month, and day are supplied by formulas or cell 
references. For example, you might have a worksheet that contains 
dates in a format that Excel does not recognize, such as YYYYMMDD. 

Use the DATEDIF function to calculate the number of days, months, or 
years between two dates.

DAYS 
function

Use this function to return the number of days between two dates.

FIND, 
FINDB 
functions

FIND and FINDB locate one text string within a second text string. 
They return the number of the starting position of the first text string 
from the first character of the second text string.
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

INDEX 
function

Use this function to return a value or the reference to a value from 
within a table or range. 

Compatibility functions

In Excel 2010 or later, these functions were replaced with new functions that provide 
improved accuracy and have names that better reflect their usage. You can still use 
them for compatibility with earlier versions of Excel, but if backward compatibility isn't 
required, you should start using the new functions instead. For more information about 
the new functions, see Statistical functions (reference) and Math and trigonometry 
functions (reference) .

If you're using Excel 2007, you'll find these functions in the Statistical or Math & Trig
categories on the Formulas tab.

Function Description

BETADIST function Returns the beta cumulative distribution function

BETAINV function Returns the inverse of the cumulative distribution function for 
a specified beta distribution

BINOMDIST 
function

Returns the individual term binomial distribution probability

CHIDIST function Returns the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared 
distribution

CHIINV function Returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-
squared distribution

CHITEST function Returns the test for independence

Joins two or more text strings into one string
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

CONCATENATE 
function

CONFIDENCE 
function

Returns the confidence interval for a population mean

COVAR function Returns covariance, the average of the products of paired 
deviations

CRITBINOM 
function

Returns the smallest value for which the cumulative binomial 
distribution is less than or equal to a criterion value

EXPONDIST 
function

Returns the exponential distribution

FDIST function Returns the F probability distribution

FINV function Returns the inverse of the F probability distribution

FLOOR function Rounds a number down, toward zero

FORECAST function Calculates, or predicts, a future value by using existing values.

FTEST function Returns the result of an F-test

GAMMADIST 
function

Returns the gamma distribution

GAMMAINV 
function

Returns the inverse of the gamma cumulative distribution

Returns the hypergeometric distributionWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

HYPGEOMDIST 
function

LOGINV function Returns the inverse of the lognormal cumulative distribution 
function

LOGNORMDIST 
function

Returns the cumulative lognormal distribution

MODE function Returns the most common value in a data set

NEGBINOMDIST 
function

Returns the negative binomial distribution

NORMDIST function Returns the normal cumulative distribution

NORMINV function Returns the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution

NORMSDIST 
function

Returns the standard normal cumulative distribution

NORMSINV 
function

Returns the inverse of the standard normal cumulative 
distribution

PERCENTILE 
function

Returns the k-th percentile of values in a range

PERCENTRANK 
function

Returns the percentage rank of a value in a data set

POISSON function Returns the Poisson distribution

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

QUARTILE function Returns the quartile of a data set

RANK function Returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers

STDEV function Estimates standard deviation based on a sample

STDEVP function Calculates standard deviation based on the entire population

TDIST function Returns the Student's t-distribution

TINV function Returns the inverse of the Student's t-distribution

TTEST function Returns the probability associated with a Student's t-test

VAR function Estimates variance based on a sample

VARP function Calculates variance based on the entire population

WEIBULL function Returns the Weibull distribution

ZTEST function Returns the one-tailed probability-value of a z-test

Cube functions

Function Description

CUBEKPIMEMBER function Returns a key performance indicator (KPI) property and 
displays the KPI name in the cell. A KPI is a quantifiable 
measurement, such as monthly gross profit or quarterly 

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

employee turnover, that is used to monitor an 
organization's performance.

CUBEMEMBER function Returns a member or tuple from the cube. Use to 
validate that the member or tuple exists in the cube. 

CUBEMEMBERPROPERTY 
function

Returns the value of a member property from the cube. 
Use to validate that a member name exists within the 
cube and to return the specified property for this 
member.

CUBERANKEDMEMBER 
function

Returns the nth, or ranked, member in a set. Use to 
return one or more elements in a set, such as the top 
sales performer or the top 10 students.

CUBESET function Defines a calculated set of members or tuples by 
sending a set expression to the cube on the server, 
which creates the set, and then returns that set to 
Microsoft Office Excel.

CUBESETCOUNT function Returns the number of items in a set.

CUBEVALUE function Returns an aggregated value from the cube. 

Database functions

Function Description

DAVERAGE 
function

Returns the average of selected database entries

Counts the cells that contain numbers in a databaseWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

DCOUNT 
function

DCOUNTA 
function

Counts nonblank cells in a database

DGET function Extracts from a database a single record that matches the 
specified criteria

DMAX function Returns the maximum value from selected database entries

DMIN function Returns the minimum value from selected database entries

DPRODUCT 
function

Multiplies the values in a particular field of records that match 
the criteria in a database

DSTDEV function Estimates the standard deviation based on a sample of selected 
database entries

DSTDEVP 
function

Calculates the standard deviation based on the entire population 
of selected database entries

DSUM function Adds the numbers in the field column of records in the database 
that match the criteria

DVAR function Estimates variance based on a sample from selected database 
entries

DVARP function Calculates variance based on the entire population of selected 
database entries

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Date and time functions

Function Description

DATE function Returns the serial number of a particular date

DATEDIF function Calculates the number of days, months, or years between 
two dates. This function is useful in formulas where you 
need to calculate an age.

DATEVALUE function Converts a date in the form of text to a serial number

DAY function Converts a serial number to a day of the month

DAYS function Returns the number of days between two dates

DAYS360 function Calculates the number of days between two dates based 
on a 360-day year

EDATE function Returns the serial number of the date that is the indicated 
number of months before or after the start date

EOMONTH function Returns the serial number of the last day of the month 
before or after a specified number of months

HOUR function Converts a serial number to an hour

ISOWEEKNUM function Returns the number of the ISO week number of the year 
for a given date

MINUTE function Converts a serial number to a minute

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

MONTH function Converts a serial number to a month

NETWORKDAYS 
function

Returns the number of whole workdays between two 
dates

NETWORKDAYS.INTL 
function

Returns the number of whole workdays between two 
dates using parameters to indicate which and how many 
days are weekend days

NOW function Returns the serial number of the current date and time

SECOND function Converts a serial number to a second

TIME function Returns the serial number of a particular time

TIMEVALUE function Converts a time in the form of text to a serial number

TODAY function Returns the serial number of today's date

WEEKDAY function Converts a serial number to a day of the week

WEEKNUM function Converts a serial number to a number representing where 
the week falls numerically with a year

WORKDAY function Returns the serial number of the date before or after a 
specified number of workdays

WORKDAY.INTL 
function

Returns the serial number of the date before or after a 
specified number of workdays using parameters to 
indicate which and how many days are weekend days

YEAR function Converts a serial number to a yearWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

YEARFRAC function Returns the year fraction representing the number of 
whole days between start_date and end_date

Engineering functions

Function Description

BESSELI function Returns the modified Bessel function In(x)

BESSELJ function Returns the Bessel function Jn(x)

BESSELK function Returns the modified Bessel function Kn(x)

BESSELY function Returns the Bessel function Yn(x)

BIN2DEC function Converts a binary number to decimal

BIN2HEX function Converts a binary number to hexadecimal

BIN2OCT function Converts a binary number to octal

BITAND function Returns a 'Bitwise And' of two numbers

BITLSHIFT function Returns a value number shifted left by shift_amount bits

BITOR function Returns a bitwise OR of 2 numbers
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

BITRSHIFT function Returns a value number shifted right by shift_amount bits

BITXOR function Returns a bitwise 'Exclusive Or' of two numbers

COMPLEX function Converts real and imaginary coefficients into a complex 
number

CONVERT function Converts a number from one measurement system to 
another

DEC2BIN function Converts a decimal number to binary

DEC2HEX function Converts a decimal number to hexadecimal

DEC2OCT function Converts a decimal number to octal

DELTA function Tests whether two values are equal

ERF function Returns the error function

ERF.PRECISE function Returns the error function

ERFC function Returns the complementary error function

ERFC.PRECISE 
function

Returns the complementary ERF function integrated 
between x and infinity 

GESTEP function Tests whether a number is greater than a threshold value
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

HEX2BIN function Converts a hexadecimal number to binary

HEX2DEC function Converts a hexadecimal number to decimal

HEX2OCT function Converts a hexadecimal number to octal

IMABS function Returns the absolute value (modulus) of a complex number

IMAGINARY function Returns the imaginary coefficient of a complex number

IMARGUMENT 
function

Returns the argument theta, an angle expressed in radians

IMCONJUGATE 
function

Returns the complex conjugate of a complex number

IMCOS function Returns the cosine of a complex number

IMCOSH function Returns the hyperbolic cosine of a complex number

IMCOT function Returns the cotangent of a complex number

IMCSC function Returns the cosecant of a complex number

IMCSCH function Returns the hyperbolic cosecant of a complex number

IMDIV function Returns the quotient of two complex numbersWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

IMEXP function Returns the exponential of a complex number

IMLN function Returns the natural logarithm of a complex number

IMLOG10 function Returns the base-10 logarithm of a complex number

IMLOG2 function Returns the base-2 logarithm of a complex number

IMPOWER function Returns a complex number raised to an integer power

IMPRODUCT function Returns the product of from 2 to 255 complex numbers

IMREAL function Returns the real coefficient of a complex number

IMSEC function Returns the secant of a complex number

IMSECH function Returns the hyperbolic secant of a complex number

IMSIN function Returns the sine of a complex number

IMSINH function Returns the hyperbolic sine of a complex number

IMSQRT function Returns the square root of a complex number

IMSUB function Returns the difference between two complex numbers

IMSUM function Returns the sum of complex numbersWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

IMTAN function Returns the tangent of a complex number

OCT2BIN function Converts an octal number to binary

OCT2DEC function Converts an octal number to decimal

OCT2HEX function Converts an octal number to hexadecimal

Financial functions

Function Description

ACCRINT function Returns the accrued interest for a security that pays periodic 
interest

ACCRINTM 
function

Returns the accrued interest for a security that pays interest at 
maturity

AMORDEGRC 
function

Returns the depreciation for each accounting period by using a 
depreciation coefficient

AMORLINC 
function

Returns the depreciation for each accounting period

COUPDAYBS 
function

Returns the number of days from the beginning of the coupon 
period to the settlement date

COUPDAYS 
function

Returns the number of days in the coupon period that contains 
the settlement dateWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

COUPDAYSNC 
function

Returns the number of days from the settlement date to the 
next coupon date

COUPNCD 
function

Returns the next coupon date after the settlement date

COUPNUM 
function

Returns the number of coupons payable between the 
settlement date and maturity date

COUPPCD 
function

Returns the previous coupon date before the settlement date

CUMIPMT 
function

Returns the cumulative interest paid between two periods

CUMPRINC 
function

Returns the cumulative principal paid on a loan between two 
periods

DB function Returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period by 
using the fixed-declining balance method

DDB function Returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified period by 
using the double-declining balance method or some other 
method that you specify

DISC function Returns the discount rate for a security

DOLLARDE 
function

Converts a dollar price, expressed as a fraction, into a dollar 
price, expressed as a decimal number

DOLLARFR 
function

Converts a dollar price, expressed as a decimal number, into a 
dollar price, expressed as a fraction

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

DURATION 
function

Returns the annual duration of a security with periodic interest 
payments

EFFECT function Returns the effective annual interest rate

FV function Returns the future value of an investment

FVSCHEDULE 
function

Returns the future value of an initial principal after applying a 
series of compound interest rates

INTRATE function Returns the interest rate for a fully invested security

IPMT function Returns the interest payment for an investment for a given 
period

IRR function Returns the internal rate of return for a series of cash flows

ISPMT function Calculates the interest paid during a specific period of an 
investment

MDURATION 
function

Returns the Macauley modified duration for a security with an 
assumed par value of $100

MIRR function Returns the internal rate of return where positive and negative 
cash flows are financed at different rates

NOMINAL 
function

Returns the annual nominal interest rate

NPER function Returns the number of periods for an investment

NPV function Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

Returns the net present value of an investment based on a 
series of periodic cash flows and a discount rate

ODDFPRICE 
function

Returns the price per $100 face value of a security with an odd 
first period

ODDFYIELD 
function

Returns the yield of a security with an odd first period

ODDLPRICE 
function

Returns the price per $100 face value of a security with an odd 
last period

ODDLYIELD 
function

Returns the yield of a security with an odd last period

PDURATION 
function

Returns the number of periods required by an investment to 
reach a specified value

PMT function Returns the periodic payment for an annuity

PPMT function Returns the payment on the principal for an investment for a 
given period

PRICE function Returns the price per $100 face value of a security that pays 
periodic interest

PRICEDISC 
function

Returns the price per $100 face value of a discounted security

PRICEMAT 
function

Returns the price per $100 face value of a security that pays 
interest at maturity

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

PV function Returns the present value of an investment

RATE function Returns the interest rate per period of an annuity

RECEIVED 
function

Returns the amount received at maturity for a fully invested 
security

RRI function Returns an equivalent interest rate for the growth of an 
investment

SLN function Returns the straight-line depreciation of an asset for one period

SYD function Returns the sum-of-years' digits depreciation of an asset for a 
specified period

TBILLEQ function Returns the bond-equivalent yield for a Treasury bill

TBILLPRICE 
function

Returns the price per $100 face value for a Treasury bill

TBILLYIELD 
function

Returns the yield for a Treasury bill

VDB function Returns the depreciation of an asset for a specified or partial 
period by using a declining balance method

XIRR function Returns the internal rate of return for a schedule of cash flows 
that is not necessarily periodic

XNPV function Returns the net present value for a schedule of cash flows that 
is not necessarily periodic

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

YIELD function Returns the yield on a security that pays periodic interest

YIELDDISC 
function

Returns the annual yield for a discounted security; for example, 
a Treasury bill 

YIELDMAT 
function

Returns the annual yield of a security that pays interest at 
maturity

Information functions

Function Description

CELL function Returns information about the formatting, location, or 
contents of a cell

ERROR.TYPE 
function

Returns a number corresponding to an error type

INFO function Returns information about the current operating environment

Note: This function is not available in Excel Online.

ISBLANK function Returns TRUE if the value is blank

ISERR function Returns TRUE if the value is any error value except #N/A

ISERROR function Returns TRUE if the value is any error value

ISEVEN function Returns TRUE if the number is even

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

ISFORMULA 
function

Returns TRUE if there is a reference to a cell that contains a 
formula

ISLOGICAL function Returns TRUE if the value is a logical value

ISNA function Returns TRUE if the value is the #N/A error value

ISNONTEXT 
function

Returns TRUE if the value is not text

ISNUMBER 
function

Returns TRUE if the value is a number

ISODD function Returns TRUE if the number is odd

ISREF function Returns TRUE if the value is a reference

ISTEXT function Returns TRUE if the value is text

N function Returns a value converted to a number

NA function Returns the error value #N/A

SHEET function Returns the sheet number of the referenced sheet

SHEETS function Returns the number of sheets in a reference

TYPE function Returns a number indicating the data type of a valueWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Logical functions

Function Description

AND 
function

Returns TRUE if all of its arguments are TRUE

FALSE 
function

Returns the logical value FALSE

IF function Specifies a logical test to perform

IFERROR 
function

Returns a value you specify if a formula evaluates to an error; 
otherwise, returns the result of the formula

IFNA 
function

Returns the value you specify if the expression resolves to #N/A, 
otherwise returns the result of the expression

IFS function Checks whether one or more conditions are met and returns a value 
that corresponds to the first TRUE condition.

NOT 
function

Reverses the logic of its argument

OR function Returns TRUE if any argument is TRUE

SWITCH 
function

Evaluates an expression against a list of values and returns the result 
corresponding to the first matching value. If there is no match, an 
optional default value may be returned.

TRUE 
function

Returns the logical value TRUE

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

XOR 
function

Returns a logical exclusive OR of all arguments

Lookup and reference functions

Function Description

ADDRESS function Returns a reference as text to a single cell in a worksheet

AREAS function Returns the number of areas in a reference

CHOOSE function Chooses a value from a list of values

COLUMN function Returns the column number of a reference

COLUMNS function Returns the number of columns in a reference

FORMULATEXT 
function

Returns the formula at the given reference as text

GETPIVOTDATA 
function

Returns data stored in a PivotTable report

HLOOKUP function Looks in the top row of an array and returns the value of the 
indicated cell

HYPERLINK function Creates a shortcut or jump that opens a document stored on 
a network server, an intranet, or the Internet

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

INDEX function Uses an index to choose a value from a reference or array

INDIRECT function Returns a reference indicated by a text value

LOOKUP function Looks up values in a vector or array

MATCH function Looks up values in a reference or array

OFFSET function Returns a reference offset from a given reference

ROW function Returns the row number of a reference

ROWS function Returns the number of rows in a reference

RTD function Retrieves real-time data from a program that supports COM 
automation

TRANSPOSE 
function

Returns the transpose of an array

VLOOKUP function Looks in the first column of an array and moves across the 
row to return the value of a cell

Math and trigonometry functions

Function Description

ABS function Returns the absolute value of a number

ACOS function Returns the arccosine of a numberWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

ACOSH function Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of a number

ACOT function Returns the arccotangent of a number

ACOTH function Returns the hyperbolic arccotangent of a number

AGGREGATE 
function

Returns an aggregate in a list or database

ARABIC function Converts a Roman number to Arabic, as a number

ASIN function Returns the arcsine of a number

ASINH function Returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of a number

ATAN function Returns the arctangent of a number

ATAN2 function Returns the arctangent from x- and y-coordinates

ATANH function Returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of a number

BASE function Converts a number into a text representation with the given 
radix (base)

CEILING function Rounds a number to the nearest integer or to the nearest 
multiple of significance

Rounds a number up, to the nearest integer or to the nearest 
multiple of significanceWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

CEILING.MATH 
function

CEILING.PRECISE 
function

Rounds a number the nearest integer or to the nearest 
multiple of significance. Regardless of the sign of the number, 
the number is rounded up. 

COMBIN function Returns the number of combinations for a given number of 
objects

COMBINA function Returns the number of combinations with repetitions for a 
given number of items

COS function Returns the cosine of a number

COSH function Returns the hyperbolic cosine of a number

COT function Returns the cotangent of an angle

COTH function Returns the hyperbolic cotangent of a number

CSC function Returns the cosecant of an angle

CSCH function Returns the hyperbolic cosecant of an angle

DECIMAL function Converts a text representation of a number in a given base 
into a decimal numberWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

DEGREES function Converts radians to degrees

EVEN function Rounds a number up to the nearest even integer

EXP function Returns e raised to the power of a given number

FACT function Returns the factorial of a number

FACTDOUBLE 
function

Returns the double factorial of a number

FLOOR function Rounds a number down, toward zero

FLOOR.MATH 
function

Rounds a number down, to the nearest integer or to the 
nearest multiple of significance

FLOOR.PRECISE 
function

Rounds a number down to the nearest integer or to the 
nearest multiple of significance. Regardless of the sign of the 
number, the number is rounded down.

GCD function Returns the greatest common divisor

INT function Rounds a number down to the nearest integer

ISO.CEILING 
function

Returns a number that is rounded up to the nearest integer or 
to the nearest multiple of significance

LCM function Returns the least common multiple

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

LN function Returns the natural logarithm of a number

LOG function Returns the logarithm of a number to a specified base

LOG10 function Returns the base-10 logarithm of a number

MDETERM function Returns the matrix determinant of an array

MINVERSE function Returns the matrix inverse of an array

MMULT function Returns the matrix product of two arrays

MOD function Returns the remainder from division

MROUND function Returns a number rounded to the desired multiple

MULTINOMIAL 
function

Returns the multinomial of a set of numbers

MUNIT function Returns the unit matrix or the specified dimension

ODD function Rounds a number up to the nearest odd integer

PI function Returns the value of pi

POWER function Returns the result of a number raised to a power

PRODUCT function Multiplies its arguments

QUOTIENT function Returns the integer portion of a divisionWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

RADIANS function Converts degrees to radians

RAND function Returns a random number between 0 and 1

RANDBETWEEN 
function

Returns a random number between the numbers you specify

ROMAN function Converts an Arabic numeral to Roman, as text

ROUND function Rounds a number to a specified number of digits

ROUNDDOWN 
function

Rounds a number down, toward zero

ROUNDUP function Rounds a number up, away from zero

SEC function Returns the secant of an angle

SECH function Returns the hyperbolic secant of an angle

SERIESSUM 
function

Returns the sum of a power series based on the formula

SIGN function Returns the sign of a number

SIN function Returns the sine of the given angle

SINH function Returns the hyperbolic sine of a number
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

SQRT function Returns a positive square root

SQRTPI function Returns the square root of (number * pi)

SUBTOTAL function Returns a subtotal in a list or database

SUM function Adds its arguments

SUMIF function Adds the cells specified by a given criteria

SUMIFS function Adds the cells in a range that meet multiple criteria 

SUMPRODUCT 
function

Returns the sum of the products of corresponding array 
components

SUMSQ function Returns the sum of the squares of the arguments

SUMX2MY2 
function

Returns the sum of the difference of squares of corresponding 
values in two arrays

SUMX2PY2 
function

Returns the sum of the sum of squares of corresponding 
values in two arrays

SUMXMY2 function Returns the sum of squares of differences of corresponding 
values in two arrays

TAN function Returns the tangent of a number

TANH function Returns the hyperbolic tangent of a number

TRUNC function Truncates a number to an integerWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Statistical functions

Function Description

AVEDEV function Returns the average of the absolute deviations of 
data points from their mean

AVERAGE function Returns the average of its arguments

AVERAGEA function Returns the average of its arguments, including 
numbers, text, and logical values

AVERAGEIF function Returns the average (arithmetic mean) of all the 
cells in a range that meet a given criteria

AVERAGEIFS function Returns the average (arithmetic mean) of all cells 
that meet multiple criteria

BETA.DIST function Returns the beta cumulative distribution function

BETA.INV function Returns the inverse of the cumulative distribution 
function for a specified beta distribution

BINOM.DIST function Returns the individual term binomial distribution 
probability

BINOM.DIST.RANGE function Returns the probability of a trial result using a 
binomial distribution

BINOM.INV function Returns the smallest value for which the 
cumulative binomial distribution is less than or 
equal to a criterion valueWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

CHISQ.DIST function Returns the cumulative beta probability density 
function

CHISQ.DIST.RT function Returns the one-tailed probability of the chi-
squared distribution

CHISQ.INV function Returns the cumulative beta probability density 
function

CHISQ.INV.RT function Returns the inverse of the one-tailed probability of 
the chi-squared distribution

CHISQ.TEST function Returns the test for independence

CONFIDENCE.NORM function Returns the confidence interval for a population 
mean

CONFIDENCE.T function Returns the confidence interval for a population 
mean, using a Student's t distribution

CORREL function Returns the correlation coefficient between two 
data sets

COUNT function Counts how many numbers are in the list of 
arguments

COUNTA function Counts how many values are in the list of 
arguments

COUNTBLANK function Counts the number of blank cells within a range
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

COUNTIF function Counts the number of cells within a range that 
meet the given criteria

COUNTIFS function Counts the number of cells within a range that 
meet multiple criteria

COVARIANCE.P function Returns covariance, the average of the products of 
paired deviations

COVARIANCE.S function Returns the sample covariance, the average of the 
products deviations for each data point pair in two 
data sets

DEVSQ function Returns the sum of squares of deviations

EXPON.DIST function Returns the exponential distribution

F.DIST function Returns the F probability distribution

F.DIST.RT function Returns the F probability distribution

F.INV function Returns the inverse of the F probability distribution

F.INV.RT function Returns the inverse of the F probability distribution

F.TEST function Returns the result of an F-test
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

FISHER function Returns the Fisher transformation

FISHERINV function Returns the inverse of the Fisher transformation

FORECAST function Returns a value along a linear trend

Note: In Excel 2016, this function is replaced with 
FORECAST.LINEAR as part of the new Forecasting 
functions, but it's still available for compatibility 
with earlier versions.

FORECAST.ETS function Returns a future value based on existing (historical) 
values by using the AAA version of the Exponential 
Smoothing (ETS) algorithm

Note: This function isn't available in Excel 2016 for 
Mac.

FORECAST.ETS.CONFINT 
function

Returns a confidence interval for the forecast value 
at the specified target date

Note: This function isn't available in Excel 2016 for 
Mac.

FORECAST.ETS.SEASONALITY 
function

Returns the length of the repetitive pattern Excel 
detects for the specified time series

Note: This function isn't available in Excel 2016 for 
Mac.

FORECAST.ETS.STAT function Returns a statistical value as a result of time series 
forecasting

Note: This function isn't available in Excel 2016 for 
Mac.

Returns a future value based on existing valuesWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

FORECAST.LINEAR function Note: This function isn't available in Excel 2016 for 
Mac.

FREQUENCY function Returns a frequency distribution as a vertical array

GAMMA function Returns the Gamma function value

GAMMA.DIST function Returns the gamma distribution

GAMMA.INV function Returns the inverse of the gamma cumulative 
distribution

GAMMALN function Returns the natural logarithm of the gamma 
function, Γ(x)

GAMMALN.PRECISE function Returns the natural logarithm of the gamma 
function, Γ(x)

GAUSS function Returns 0.5 less than the standard normal 
cumulative distribution

GEOMEAN function Returns the geometric mean

GROWTH function Returns values along an exponential trend

HARMEAN function Returns the harmonic mean

HYPGEOM.DIST function Returns the hypergeometric distribution

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

INTERCEPT function Returns the intercept of the linear regression line

KURT function Returns the kurtosis of a data set

LARGE function Returns the k-th largest value in a data set

LINEST function Returns the parameters of a linear trend

LOGEST function Returns the parameters of an exponential trend

LOGNORM.DIST function Returns the cumulative lognormal distribution

LOGNORM.INV function Returns the inverse of the lognormal cumulative 
distribution

MAX function Returns the maximum value in a list of arguments

MAXA function Returns the maximum value in a list of arguments, 
including numbers, text, and logical values

MAXIFS function Returns the maximum value among cells specified 
by a given set of conditions or criteria

MEDIAN function Returns the median of the given numbers

MIN function Returns the minimum value in a list of arguments

MINA function Returns the smallest value in a list of arguments, 
including numbers, text, and logical values

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

MINIFS function Returns the minimum value among cells specified 
by a given set of conditions or criteria. 

MODE.MULT function Returns a vertical array of the most frequently 
occurring, or repetitive values in an array or range 
of data

MODE.SNGL function Returns the most common value in a data set

NEGBINOM.DIST function Returns the negative binomial distribution

NORM.DIST function Returns the normal cumulative distribution

NORM.INV function Returns the inverse of the normal cumulative 
distribution

NORM.S.DIST function Returns the standard normal cumulative 
distribution

NORM.S.INV function Returns the inverse of the standard normal 
cumulative distribution

PEARSON function Returns the Pearson product moment correlation 
coefficient

PERCENTILE.EXC function Returns the k-th percentile of values in a range, 
where k is in the range 0..1, exclusive

Returns the k-th percentile of values in a rangeWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

PERCENTILE.INC function

PERCENTRANK.EXC function Returns the rank of a value in a data set as a 
percentage (0..1, exclusive) of the data set

PERCENTRANK.INC function Returns the percentage rank of a value in a data 
set

PERMUT function Returns the number of permutations for a given 
number of objects

PERMUTATIONA function Returns the number of permutations for a given 
number of objects (with repetitions) that can be 
selected from the total objects

PHI function Returns the value of the density function for a 
standard normal distribution

POISSON.DIST function Returns the Poisson distribution

PROB function Returns the probability that values in a range are 
between two limits

QUARTILE.EXC function Returns the quartile of the data set, based on 
percentile values from 0..1, exclusive

QUARTILE.INC function Returns the quartile of a data set

Returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

RANK.AVG function

RANK.EQ function Returns the rank of a number in a list of numbers

RSQ function Returns the square of the Pearson product 
moment correlation coefficient

SKEW function Returns the skewness of a distribution

SKEW.P function Returns the skewness of a distribution based on a 
population: a characterization of the degree of 
asymmetry of a distribution around its mean

SLOPE function Returns the slope of the linear regression line

SMALL function Returns the k-th smallest value in a data set

STANDARDIZE function Returns a normalized value

STDEV.P function Calculates standard deviation based on the entire 
population 

STDEV.S function Estimates standard deviation based on a sample

STDEVA function Estimates standard deviation based on a sample, 
including numbers, text, and logical values

STDEVPA function
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

Calculates standard deviation based on the entire 
population, including numbers, text, and logical 
values

STEYX function Returns the standard error of the predicted y-value 
for each x in the regression

T.DIST function Returns the Percentage Points (probability) for the 
Student t-distribution

T.DIST.2T function Returns the Percentage Points (probability) for the 
Student t-distribution

T.DIST.RT function Returns the Student's t-distribution

T.INV function Returns the t-value of the Student's t-distribution 
as a function of the probability and the degrees of 
freedom

T.INV.2T function Returns the inverse of the Student's t-distribution

T.TEST function Returns the probability associated with a Student's 
t-test

TREND function Returns values along a linear trend

TRIMMEAN function Returns the mean of the interior of a data set

VAR.P function Calculates variance based on the entire population

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

VAR.S function Estimates variance based on a sample

VARA function Estimates variance based on a sample, including 
numbers, text, and logical values

VARPA function Calculates variance based on the entire population, 
including numbers, text, and logical values

WEIBULL.DIST function Returns the Weibull distribution

Z.TEST function Returns the one-tailed probability-value of a z-test

Text functions

Function Description

ASC function Changes full-width (double-byte) English letters or katakana 
within a character string to half-width (single-byte) characters

BAHTTEXT 
function

Converts a number to text, using the ß (baht) currency format

CHAR function Returns the character specified by the code number

CLEAN function Removes all nonprintable characters from text

CODE function Returns a numeric code for the first character in a text string
Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

CONCAT function Combines the text from multiple ranges and/or strings, but it 
doesn't provide the delimiter or IgnoreEmpty arguments.

CONCATENATE 
function

Joins several text items into one text item

DBCS function Changes half-width (single-byte) English letters or katakana 
within a character string to full-width (double-byte) characters

DOLLAR function Converts a number to text, using the $ (dollar) currency format

EXACT function Checks to see if two text values are identical

FIND, FINDB 
functions

Finds one text value within another (case-sensitive)

FIXED function Formats a number as text with a fixed number of decimals

LEFT, LEFTB 
functions

Returns the leftmost characters from a text value

LEN, LENB 
functions

Returns the number of characters in a text string

LOWER function Converts text to lowercase

MID, MIDB 
functions

Returns a specific number of characters from a text string 
starting at the position you specify

NUMBERVALUE 
function

Converts text to number in a locale-independent manner

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

PHONETIC 
function

Extracts the phonetic (furigana) characters from a text string

PROPER function Capitalizes the first letter in each word of a text value

REPLACE, 
REPLACEB 
functions

Replaces characters within text

REPT function Repeats text a given number of times

RIGHT, RIGHTB 
functions

Returns the rightmost characters from a text value

SEARCH, SEARCHB 
functions

Finds one text value within another (not case-sensitive)

SUBSTITUTE 
function

Substitutes new text for old text in a text string

T function Converts its arguments to text

TEXT function Formats a number and converts it to text

TEXTJOIN function Combines the text from multiple ranges and/or strings, and 
includes a delimiter you specify between each text value that 
will be combined. If the delimiter is an empty text string, this 
function will effectively concatenate the ranges.

TRIM function Removes spaces from text

UNICHAR function Returns the Unicode character that is references by the given 
numeric valueWas this information helpful? Yes No ×



Function Description

UNICODE function Returns the number (code point) that corresponds to the first 
character of the text

UPPER function Converts text to uppercase

VALUE function Converts a text argument to a number

User defined functions that are installed with add-ins

If add-ins that you install contain functions, these add-in or automation functions will 
be available in the User Defined category in the Insert Function dialog box.

User-defined functions (UDFs) are not available in Excel Online.

Function Description

CALL function Calls a procedure in a dynamic link library or code resource

EUROCONVERT 
function

Converts a number to euros, converts a number from euros to a 
euro member currency, or converts a number from one euro 
member currency to another by using the euro as an 
intermediary (triangulation)

REGISTER.ID 
function

Returns the register ID of the specified dynamic link library 
(DLL) or code resource that has been previously registered

SQL.REQUEST 
function

Connects with an external data source and runs a query from a 
worksheet, then returns the result as an array without the need 
for macro programming

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Web functions

Web functions are not available in Excel Online.

Function Description

ENCODEURL 
function

Returns a URL-encoded string

FILTERXML function Returns specific data from the XML content by using the 
specified XPath

WEBSERVICE 
function

Returns data from a web service

Version markers indicate the version of Excel a function was introduced. These 
functions aren't available in earlier versions.

Important: The calculated results of formulas and some Excel worksheet functions may 
differ slightly between a Windows PC using x86 or x86-64 architecture and a Windows 
RT PC using ARM architecture. Learn more about the differences.

Top of Page

Do you have a specific function question?
Post a question in the Excel community forum

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×
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IF function
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The IF function is one of the most popular functions in Excel, and it allows you to make 
logical comparisons between a value and what you expect. In its simplest form, the IF 
function says:

IF(Something is True, then do something, otherwise do something else)

So an IF statement can have two results. The first result is if your comparison is True, 
the second if your comparison is False.

If you want to skip ahead to working with multiple IF statements, see: Advanced IF 
functions - Working with nested formulas and avoiding pitfalls.
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Technical details

Simple IF examples

=IF(C2=”Yes”,1,2)

In the above example, cell D2 says: IF(C2 = Yes, then return a 1, otherwise return a 2)

=IF(C2=1,”Yes”,”No”)

In this example, the formula in cell D2 says: IF(C2 = 1, then return Yes, otherwise return 
No)

As you see, the IF function can be used to evaluate both text and values. It can also be 
used to evaluate errors. You are not limited to only checking if one thing is equal to 

Build your knowledge of IF logical tests 
with LinkedIn Learning. Learn how to use 
one of Excel's most powerful functions.

Watch free preview >



another and returning a single result, you can also use mathematical operators and 
perform additional calculations depending on your criteria. You can also nest multiple 
IF functions together in order to perform multiple comparisons.

Note: If you are going to use text in formulas, you need to wrap the text in quotes (e.g. 
“Text”). The only exception to that is using TRUE or FALSE, which Excel automatically 
understands.

How to get started
The best way to start writing an IF statement is to think about what you are trying to 
accomplish. What comparison are you trying to make? Many times, writing an IF 
statement can be as simple as thinking through the logic in your head: “what should 
happen if this condition is met vs. what should happen if it’s not?” You will always want 
to make sure that your steps follow a logical progression, or else your formula won’t do 
what you think it should. This is especially important when you create complex (nested) 
IF statements.

More IF examples

=IF(C2>B2,”Over Budget”,”Within Budget”)

In the above example, the IF function in D2 is saying IF(C2 Is Greater Than B2, then 
return “Over Budget”, otherwise return “Within Budget”)



=IF(C2>B2,C2-B2,0)

In the above illustration, instead of returning a text result, we are going to return a 
mathematical calculation. So the formula in E2 is saying IF(Actual is Greater than 
Budgeted, then Subtract the Budgeted amount from the Actual amount, otherwise return 
nothing). 

=IF(E7=”Yes”,F5*0.0825,0)

In this example, the formula in F7 is saying IF(E7 = “Yes”, then calculate the Total 
Amount in F5 * 8.25%, otherwise no Sales Tax is due so return 0)

Best Practices - Constants

In the last example, you see both “Yes”, and the Sales Tax Rate (0.0825) entered directly 
into the formula. It is generally not a good practice to put literal constants (values that 
may need to change from time to time) directly into formulas, because they can be 



hard to find and change in the future. It’s much better to put constants into their own 
cells, where they are out in the open and easily found and changed. In this case, it’s OK, 
because there’s only one IF function and the Sales Tax Rate will rarely change. Even if it 
does, it will be easy to change it in the formula.

Calculation operators
If you want to learn more about the different calculation operators you can use in 
formulas, (< less than, > greater than, = equals, <> not equal to, etc.), see this article: 
Calculation operators and precedence.

Using IF to check if a cell is blank
Sometimes you need to check if a cell is blank, generally because you might not want a 
formula to display a result without input.

In this case we're using IF with the ISBLANK function:

=IF(ISBLANK(D2),"Blank","Not Blank")

Which says IF(D2 is blank, then return "Blank", otherwise return "Not Blank"). You could 
just as easily use your own formula for the "Not Blank" condition as well. In the next 
example we're using "" instead of ISBLANK. The "" essentially means "nothing".



=IF(D3="","Blank","Not Blank")

This formula says IF(D3 is nothing, then return "Blank", otherwise "Not Blank"). Here is 
an example of a very common method of using "" to prevent a formula from 
calculating if a dependent cell is blank:

=IF(D3="","",YourFormula())

IF(D3 is nothing, then return nothing, otherwise calculate your formula).

Nested IF example
Where a simple IF function has only two results (True or False), nested IF functions can 
have from 3 to 64 results.

=IF(D2=1,”YES”,IF(D2=2,”No”,”Maybe”))

In the above illustration, the formula in E2 says: IF(D2 equals 1 then return “Yes”, 
otherwise IF(D2 equals 2 then return “No”, otherwise return “Maybe”)). Note that there 
are two closing parentheses at the end of the formula. Those are required to complete 
both of the IF functions, and if you try to enter the formula without both of the closing 
parentheses, Excel will try to correct it for you.



A word of caution
While Excel will allow you to nest up to 64 different IF functions, it’s not at all advisable 
to do so. Why?

Multiple IF statements require a great deal of thought to build them correctly and 
make sure that their logic can calculate correctly through each condition all the way 
to the end. If you don’t nest your IF statements 100% accurately, then a formula 
might work 75% of the time, but return unexpected results 25% of the time. 
Unfortunately, the odds of you catching the 25% is slim.

Multiple IF statements can become very difficult to maintain, especially when you 
come back some time later and try to figure out what you, or worse someone else, 
was trying to do.

Multiple IF statements require multiple open and closing parentheses (), which can 
be difficult to manage depending on how complex your formula becomes.

Common problems

Problem What went wrong

0 (zero) in 
cell

There was no argument for either value_if_true or value_if_False
arguments. To see the right value returned, add argument text to the 
two arguments, or add TRUE or FALSE to the argument.

#NAME? 
in cell

This usually means that the formula is misspelled.



Need more help?
You can always ask an expert in the Excel Tech Community, get support in the Answers 
community, or suggest a new feature or improvement on Excel User Voice. 

See also
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IF function – nested formulas 
and avoiding pitfalls
Applies To: Excel 2016, Excel 2013, Excel 2010, Excel 2007,

The IF function allows you to make a logical comparison between a value and what you 
expect by testing for a condition and returning a result if True or False.

=IF(Something is True, then do something, otherwise do something else)

So an IF statement can have two results. The first result is if your comparison is True, 
the second if your comparison is False.

IF statements are incredibly robust, and form the basis of many spreadsheet models, 
but they are also the root cause of many spreadsheet issues. Ideally, an IF statement 
should apply to minimal conditions, such as Male/Female, Yes/No/Maybe, to name a 
few, but sometimes you might need to evaluate more complex scenarios that require 
nesting* more than 3 IF functions together.
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Buy Office 365

Products Resources 

Templates

Support

Buy Office 365
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* “Nesting” refers to the practice of joining multiple functions together in one formula.

Technical details

Remarks
While Excel will allow you to nest up to 64 different IF functions, it’s not at all advisable 
to do so. Why?

Multiple IF statements require a great deal of thought to build correctly and make 
sure that their logic can calculate correctly through each condition all the way to the 
end. If you don’t nest your formula 100% accurately, then it might work 75% of the 
time, but return unexpected results 25% of the time. Unfortunately, the odds of you 
catching the 25% are slim.

Multiple IF statements can become incredibly difficult to maintain, especially when 
you come back some time later and try to figure out what you, or worse someone 
else, was trying to do.

If you find yourself with an IF statement that just seems to keep growing with no end in 
sight, it’s time to put down the mouse and rethink your strategy.

Let’s look at how to properly create a complex nested IF statement using multiple IFs, 
and when to recognize that it’s time to use another tool in your Excel arsenal.

Examples
Following is an example of a relatively standard nested IF statement to convert student 
test scores to their letter grade equivalent.

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



=IF(D2>89,"A",IF(D2>79,"B",IF(D2>69,"C",IF(D2>59,"D","F"))))

This complex nested IF statement follows a straightforward logic:

1. If the Test Score (in cell D2) is greater than 89, then the student gets an A

2. If the Test Score is greater than 79, then the student gets a B

3. If the Test Score is greater than 69, then the student gets a C

4. If the Test Score is greater than 59, then the student gets a D

5. Otherwise the student gets an F

This particular example is relatively safe because it’s not likely that the correlation 
between test scores and letter grades will change, so it won’t require much 
maintenance. But here’s a thought – what if you need to segment the grades between 
A+, A and A- (and so on)? Now your four condition IF statement needs to be rewritten 
to have 12 conditions! Here’s what your formula would look like now:

=IF(B2>97,"A+",IF(B2>93,"A",IF(B2>89,"A-",IF(B2>87,"B+",IF(B2>83,"B",IF(B2>79,"B-", 
IF(B2>77,"C+",IF(B2>73,"C",IF(B2>69,"C-",IF(B2>57,"D+",IF(B2>53,"D",IF
(B2>49,"D-","F"))))))))))))

It’s still functionally accurate and will work as expected, but it takes a long time to write 
and longer to test to make sure it does what you want. Another glaring issue is that 
you’ve had to enter the scores and equivalent letter grades by hand. What are the odds Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



that you’ll accidentally have a typo? Now imagine trying to do this 64 times with more 
complex conditions! Sure, it’s possible, but do you really want to subject yourself to this 
kind of effort and probable errors that will be really hard to spot?

Tip: Every function in Excel requires an opening and closing parenthesis (). Excel will try 
to help you figure out what goes where by coloring different parts of your formula when 
you’re editing it. For instance, if you were to edit the above formula, as you move the 
cursor past each of the ending parentheses “)”, its corresponding opening parenthesis 
will turn the same color. This can be especially useful in complex nested formulas when 
you’re trying to figure out if you have enough matching parentheses.

Additional examples
Following is a very common example of calculating Sales Commission based on levels 
of Revenue achievement.

=IF(C9>15000,20%,IF(C9>12500,17.5%,IF(C9>10000,15%,IF(C9>7500,12.5%,IF
(C9>5000,10%,0)))))

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



This formula says IF(C9 is Greater Than 15,000 then return 20%, IF(C9 is Greater Than 
12,500 then return 17.5%, and so on...

While it’s remarkably similar to the earlier Grades example, this formula is a great 
example of how difficult it can be to maintain large IF statements – what would you 
need to do if your organization decided to add new compensation levels and possibly 
even change the existing dollar or percentage values? You’d have a lot of work on your 
hands!

Tip: You can insert line breaks in the formula bar to make long formulas easier to read. 
Just press ALT+ENTER before the text you want to wrap to a new line.

Here is an example of the commission scenario with the logic out of order:

Can you see what’s wrong? Compare the order of the Revenue comparisons to the 
previous example. Which way is this one going? That’s right, it’s going from bottom up 
($5,000 to $15,000), not the other way around. But why should that be such a big deal? 
It’s a big deal because the formula can’t pass the first evaluation for any value over 
$5,000. Let’s say you’ve got $12,500 in revenue – the IF statement will return 10% 
because it is greater than $5,000, and it will stop there. This can be incredibly 
problematic because in a lot of situations these types of errors go unnoticed until 
they’ve had a negative impact. So knowing that there are some serious pitfalls with 

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



complex nested IF statements, what can you do? In most cases, you can use the 
VLOOKUP function instead of building a complex formula with the IF function. Using 
VLOOKUP, you first need to create a reference table:

=VLOOKUP(C2,C5:D17,2,TRUE)

This formula says to look for the value in C2 in the range C5:C17. If the value is found, 
then return the corresponding value from the same row in column D.

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



=VLOOKUP(B9,B2:C6,2,TRUE)

Similarly, this formula looks for the value in cell B9 in the range B2:B22. If the value is 
found, then return the corresponding value from the same row in column C.

Note: Both of these VLOOKUPs use the TRUE argument at the end of the formulas, 
meaning we want them to look for an approxiate match. In other words, it will match the 
exact values in the lookup table, as well as any values that fall between them. In this case 
the lookup tables need to be sorted in Ascending order, from smallest to largest.

VLOOKUP is covered in much more detail here, but this is sure a lot simpler than a 12-
level, complex nested IF statement! There are other less obvious benefits as well:

VLOOKUP reference tables are right out in the open and easy to see.

Table values can be easily updated and you never have to touch the formula if your 
conditions change.

If you don’t want people to see or interfere with your reference table, just put it on 
another worksheet.

Was this information helpful? Yes No ×



Did you know?
There is now an IFS function that can replace multiple, nested IF statements with a 
single function. So instead of our initial grades example, which has 4 nested IF 
functions:

=IF(D2>89,"A",IF(D2>79,"B",IF(D2>69,"C",IF(D2>59,"D","F"))))

It can be made much simpler with a single IFS function:

=IFS(D2>89,"A",D2>79,"B",D2>69,"C",D2>59,"D",TRUE,"F")

The IFS function is great because you don’t need to worry about all of those IF 
statements and parentheses.

Note: This feature is only available if you have an Office 365 subscription. If you are an 
Office 365 subscriber, make sure you have the latest version of Office. 

Need more help?
You can always ask an expert in the Excel Tech Community, get support in the Answers 
community, or suggest a new feature or improvement on Excel User Voice.

Related Topics
Video: Advanced IF functions
IFS function (Office 365, Excel 2016 and later)
The COUNTIF function will count values based on a single criteria
The COUNTIFS function will count values based on multiple criteria
The SUMIF function will sum values based on a single criteriaWas this information helpful? Yes No ×
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SUM function
Applies To: Excel 2016, Excel 2013, Excel 2010, Excel 2007,

The SUM function, one of the math and trig functions, adds values. You can add 
individual values, cell references or ranges or a mix of all three.

For example:

=SUM(A2:A10)

=SUM(A2:A10, C2:C10)
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This video is part of a training course called Add numbers in Excel 2013.

Learn about adding formulas and functions

Using SUM with other functions

Using SUM across multiple worksheets

Build your knowledge of formulas and 
functions with LinkedIn Learning. Learn 
how to use the SUM function to add all 
the numbers in a range of cells.

Watch free preview >



Common Problems

Frequently Asked Questions

Need more help?
You can always ask an expert in the Excel Tech Community, get support in the Answers 
community, or suggest a new feature or improvement on Excel User Voice. 

See also
See a video on how to use the SUM Function

The SUMIF function adds only the values that meet a single criteria

The SUMIFS function adds only the values that meet multiple criteria

The COUNTIF function counts only the values that meet a single criteria

The COUNTIFS function counts only the values that meet multiple criteria

Overview of formulas in Excel

How to avoid broken formulas

Find and correct errors in formulas

Keyboard shortcuts in Excel for Windows

Keyboard shortcuts in Excel for Mac

Math & Trig functions

Excel functions (alphabetical)

Excel functions (by Category)

Adding formulas and functions (free preview)
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